THE EVOLUTION: CHANNEL MANAGEMENT

The Only Channel
Manager with Real-time
Revenue Management
CHANNEL MANAGER
Allotz Autopilot is connected to
all major online accommodation
reseller channels. Publish
your rates and availability
simultaneously on all of your
selected channels without fear
of overbooking.
Easily join new channels at any
time, and have them populated
with your data with minimum
fuss.

Channel Analytics
Understand how your channels are working for you. Allotz
Autopilot provides easy to understand analysis of real time data.

Market Intelligence
Real time insights into market, neighborhood and compset dynamics
so you truly understand your OTA positioning and how you can
increase your ranking for maximum results.

Advanced Rate Management
We take care of the complexities for you even if your PMS is too old
to handle them. Derivative rates, rate mixing, closed user, packages,
offers, seasonal variations, day of week.

Easy Onboarding
Switching to Allotz Autopilot from manually managing channels
OR from your current channel manager couldn’t be easier, with our
onboarding tool’s ability to import your property setup, rates and
allotment data and bookings.
With Allotz Autopilot there are no commissions, lock-in contracts
or hidden fees.

Advanced rates and availability dashboard

REVENUE MANAGEMENT

GIVES YOU:

Our patented technology adjusts room rates and inventory
based on demand and supply signals to maximize both
occupancy and profit – all in real time. This can be automated
or manual depending on your preference.

Identify best performing
channels at a glance

Multiple levers can increase profits. They can be pulled in
isolation, in tandem or all at once. We can do it either way.
You choose.

Increase profits using
local market insights

Frameworks (Business rules)

Save time and money
with advanced rate
management
Identify seasons and
events at a glance
Save time while rates are
dynamically adjusted

We understand that automation requires trust. In order to
ensure you are comfortable, each property can set the rules
and parameters by which adjustments occur according to their
needs.

Manual to Full Automation
If you want to retain complete control, then rather than
automatically apply adjustments, Allotz Autopilot can make
suggestions regarding rate changes that you can easily apply
with just a couple of clicks.

Real-time 2 way delivery
Pain-free switching
Channel Managers or
Property Management
systems

Intelligent
occupancy
reporting

Automatically import
future bookings when
switching

Integrated with The Allotz
Booking Engine
The Allotz Autopilot booking engine - BookAllotz
- is a cost-effective and simple way for you to make
commission-free sales directly from your website.
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